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ABSTRACT

Playing the piano requires various techniques such as cor-
rect keying, fingering and rhythm. Our research group
developed a piano learning system to support correct key-
ing and fingering for beginners. However, the system did
not support the learning of rhythm. Rhythm consists of
various kinds of note and rest, and it is difficult for begin-
ners, who are not used to reading a score, to understand
the different duration of each note and rest. Alternatively,
there are piano roll scores, which describe timing of key-
ing and releasing clearly, but which do not teach players
how to read a musical staff. Therefore, the goal of our
study is to construct a piano learning support system that
considers rhythm. We discuss methods of effectively indi-
cating information for piano performance, such as rhythm
information, while teaching how to read a musical staff.
We have developed a prototype system, and evaluated its
effectiveness through actual use of the system. We found
that it had significant advantages over a piano roll method.

1. INTRODUCTION

Piano players need to master various techniques and skills,
such as reading a score, correct keying, proper finger-
ing, correct rhythm (the timing of pressing and releasing
a key), keeping tempo, and dynamics. Players generally
need long-term training. Unfortunately, beginners often
give up because of the difficulty of acquiring these tech-
niques.

Our research group developed a piano learning system
to support correct keying and fingering for beginners[20].
It uses a projector which is set above the keyboard and can
display information along the entire MIDI keyboard. The
proposed system has a fingering check function that uses
the real-time fingering recognition technique that our re-
search group developed [21]. Additionally, we devised
presentation methods to indicate useful information for
piano performances effectively. We place emphasis on
teaching how to read a musical staff in order to enable
learners to be independent from our proposed system af-
ter training.

Another important aspect of performance is rhythm
because it affects performance quality. When learners play

rhythm incorrectly, the performance is awkward even they
press the correct keys. There are various kinds of note and
rest on a score. It is difficult for beginners, who are not
used to reading a score, to understand the different dura-
tion of each note and rest, thus they can learn rhythm most
effectively by using a mechanism that allows them to in-
tuitively understand the different durations. Additionally,
piano performance requires complicated and precise fin-
gering control for each hand in regard to timing. Many
beginners give up playing the piano with both hands due
to the difficulty of the independent movement of each fin-
ger and hand, for example the difference between the tim-
ing of releasing a key with a right-hand finger and that
of a left-hand finger. It is important to make learners un-
derstand their mistakes for example by imposing penal-
ties for errors. The effectiveness of rhythm learning im-
proves through checking mistakes and imposing penalties,
such as the system withholding the next piece of learn-
ing support information when a learner makes a mistake.
Moreover, learners have to acquire proper rhythm as early
as possible since it is difficult for them to rectify their
mistakes once they are accustomed to playing incorrect
rhythm. Furthermore, as the duration of each note and
rest depends on tempo, learners have to be conscious of
this as well.

Our research group developed a piano learning sys-
tem to support correct keying and fingering for begin-
ners. However, the system did not support the learning
of rhythm. Even if users, who are beginners but prac-
tice playing the piano using the proposed system, press
the correct keys with proper fingering in slow tempo with
both hands and can foresee the next keys which are to be
pressed, the performance is awkward because of the in-
correct duration of holding keys and inserting incorrect
rests. This is due to the difficulty of paying attention to
the notes’ duration while moving each hand in different
timing. There are piano roll scores, which describe tim-
ing of keying and releasing clearly, but which do not teach
players how to read a musical staff. The musical staff is
the general medium used in musical performance. If be-
ginners cannot read music, they cannot play pieces of mu-
sic which are not stored on the system, without using the
system.
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Therefore, the goal of our study is to construct a piano
learning support system that considers rhythm.

We discuss methods to effectively indicate informa-
tion for piano performance, such as rhythm information,
while teaching how to read musical staffs. For example,
the proposed system shows the musical staff with colored
bars layered over the notes and rests to indicate their du-
ration. In this way, learners can understand the duration
of each note and rest intuitively even while playing the pi-
ano. Moreover, the system has a rhythm check function
to allow learners to notice rhythm mistakes and rectify
them, using a metronome function. Learners can flexi-
bly and easily control the speed of the metronome with a
foot pedal.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes related work, Section 3 explains the
design of the learning support system, Section 4 describes
its implementation, Section 5 explains our evaluation and
discusses the results, and finally Section 6 describes our
conclusions and future work.

2. RELATED WORK

There are many studies of methods to support piano learn-
ers. Piano Tutor[14] is an interactive expert system that
uses with multimedia technology, and has functions such
as automatic page-turning based on score-following tech-
nology, creating performance support information and pre-
senting it with video, music notation, and graphics in re-
sponse to learners’ performance. Piano Tutor does not use
a projector to show performance support information, and
the presentation method of Piano Tutor is typically differ-
ence from that of the proposed system. However, Piano
Tutor is a comprehensive learning system, and there is a
possibility that we can develop a more effective learning
system by utilizing Piano Tutor’s knowledge.

There are keyboards and software [1, 3, 5] that display
keying position, fingering, and sample videos as support
information during performance. However, these have
problems, such as the lack of a rhythm check function,
as described in Section 1.

PianoTouch[11], ConcertHands[2], and MaGKeyS
Trainer Piano[8] are haptic-based instruction systems for
piano learners. They give a player performance informa-
tion through a tactile feedback unit attached to each finger.
Learners are able to learn keying and fingering techniques
easily but they are forced to wear bulky devices on the
fingers.

Additionally, there are systems that automatically de-
tect the weak points of learners including mis-keying and
fluctuation of tempo or dynamics on the basis of a con-
ventional practice log [12, 16, 17, 19]. There are also
piano lesson support systems [18] that show current ar-
ticulation, agogik, and dynamics. Although these systems
do not have rhythm check functions, we derived useful
knowledge from their development and have put it to use
in our learning support system.

Our research also relates to augmented reality research.

Many new types of projector-based augmented reality sys-
tem [6, 7, 9, 10, 13, 15] have also been proposed. These
works attempt to assist a simple movement-based task.
However, our system supports the learning of an intricate
physical task by tracking the movements associated with
the task and augmenting the physical environment with
prompts and other information to aid the task.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN

As described in Section 1, our research group developed a
piano learning system for beginners to teach correct key-
ing and fingering, as well as how to read a musical staff,
to enable learners to play music, which is not stored in
the system, without the support of the system. However,
the system does not support rhythm. Therefore, we con-
structed a rhythm learning system on the basis of improv-
ing upon the previous system. The proposed system has
presentation methods that help to effectively convey piano
learning, including not only fingering and keying but also
rhythm information (described in Section 3.3 (i)). The
rhythm check function uses a clear presentation method
to allow the learner to recognize and rectify his or her
mistakes (described in Section 3.3 (ii)). Moreover, we
propose a metronome function (described in Section 3.3
(iii)) as well as a function to enhance the usability of the
metronome (described in Section 3.3 (iv) and (v)).

3.1. Previous system

In the previous system, the projector is set above the key-
board and is able to show information along the entire
MIDI keyboard, as shown in Figure 1. Learners find the
piano learning information easy to understand as the pre-
vious system present various kinds of content, such as col-
orful figures and characters in an appropriate position to
allow to learners to see the information easily even while
playing the piano. Additionally, the previous system has
a function that recognizes fingering using a camera[21],
and develops methods for presenting learning support in-
formation for users to check their keying and fingering.

In the following section, we explain the information
presented by the previous system. The letters in Figure 5
correspond to the following list:

(a) NextKey refers to the next key that is to be pressed
in a piece of music, as shown in Figure 1, and each
NextKey is outlined in color to provide keying in-
formation. The NextKeys are indicated by the ar-
rows (a) in Figure 1.

(b) The colors and numbers of the NextKeys are the fin-
gering information. When the NextKey is pressed
using the correct finger, the key is filled in with
the corresponding finger color. The left NextKey is
yellow colored because the correct finger has been
placed on it. On the other hand, when the NextKey
is pressed with the incorrect finger, the key is col-
ored red. When other keys besides the NextKeys

MIDI
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Video Signal
PC

Camera

Image

a
a

b

c

c

MIDI keyboard

Figure 1. System structure and presented contents of the previous system
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Figure 2. System structure and presentation of contents of the proposed system

are pressed, these keys are also colored red. In this
way, learners can understand the positions of the
NextKeys, learn fingering technique intuitively, and
rectify their mistakes.

(c) Each musical note is connected to the corresponding
key with a line. This visual support enables learners
to read a score easily, because they can clearly see
the relationship between the musical notes and key
positions

The results of evaluative experiments confirmed that
our system significantly enhanced learning effectiveness
in the early stages of practice, when compared with the
lighted keyboard method which turns the NextKeys red.

3.2. System structure

The structure of the system is shown in Figure 2. The sys-
tem has a foot pedal to control the tempo of the metronome,
and a projector to present learning support information.
The projector is set above the keyboard and can display
information along the entire MIDI keyboard. The sys-
tem uses MIDI data including pitch data and intensity data
from the MIDI keyboard.

3.3. Presented information

We explain the presented information with Figure 2. This
information is updated in sync with the performance. The
Roman numerals in Figure 2correspond to the following
list:

i) The duration bar Rhythm consists of various kinds of
note and rest, and it is important for beginners to un-
derstand the different duration of each one. There-
fore, the proposed system enables learners to under-
stand the duration of each note and rest by showing
colored bars, the lengths of which correspond to the
durations of each note and rest as shown in Figure
3. Additionally, the color of the bar turns from blue
to yellow as the learner holds the key. In this way,
the learner can intuitively understand the remaining
time for which he or she must hold the key. If the
learner holds the key too long the color of the bar
turns from yellow to red and the length of the bar
increases until the learner releases the key.

ii) Rhythm check function The system has a function that
checks the timing of pressing and releasing a key
and whether the key is held for the correct duration.
Moreover, the system checks the timing of press-
ing several keys simultaneously, for example when
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[Duration bars before keying]

The color of the bar turns 

from blue to yellow as the 

learner holds the key.

If the learner holds the key 

too long, the color of the bar 

turns from yellow to red. 

[Holding keys]

Figure 3. Examples of presentation of duration for musi-
cal notations

Cue point

Figure 4. Score with cue points

the learner plays a chord, and the unnecessary rests
between keys or between rests and notes. The er-
ror margin allowed for the timing of actions such as
pressing multiple keys is called the allowable time,
and depends on tempo, the difficulty of the piece of
music and the learning level of the player. The pro-
posed system allows learners to set the allowable
time freely.

iii)The Metronome Users can turn the metronome on or
off. Current tempo and beat are displayed at the dis-
tal ends of the keys shown in Figure 2. The tempo
and the number of beats of the metronome are con-
trolled by pressing the keys that represent current
tempo and beat, respectively.

iv) Control of the metronome using a foot pedal
Different parts of a piece of music have different
degrees of difficulty. When a learner is practicing
difficult parts, he or she tends to play in a slow
tempo at first and then gradually increase the speed.
On the other hand, when the learner practices easy
parts, he or she plays in the tempo indicated by the
score. Therefore, learners can practice a piece of
music more effectively if they have flexible control
of the tempo. We adapted a foot pedal to control
the tempo of the metronome flexibly, and the tempo
gets faster when the learner pedals.

v) Adjustment of the start point of the metronome
There may sometimes be a lot of unexpected pauses
because of the difficulty of playing certain parts of
a piece of music. Additionally, beginners, who are

not used to using one, find it difficult to adjust their
own performance to the sound of a metronome.
Therefore, we propose a function that automatically
adjusts the start point of the metronome to the per-
formance. In this way, beginners do not have to
consider the timing of the metronome, and can start
playing whenever they like.

vi) Presentation of keying position and fingering
This function was also included in the previous sys-
tem. When a key is outlined in color this indicates
that it is the next key that should be pressed. A
number on the key denotes fingering. This function
is useful for beginners, who cannot read out keying
and fingering information from a piece of music

vii) Selection of cue points Users can select cue points
which are indicated on the score by numbers in black
squares as shown in Figure 4. The cue points enable
learners to change the point from which they want
to start practicing. This function is useful when
learners want to practice part of the score again and
again without having to start from the very begin-
ning each time.

viii) Switching of each function These functions are con-
trolled using the keyboard. Keys can be assigned
to commands for operating the system, and an icon
which represents the command assigned to a key is
displayed on the key.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented a prototype of the piano practice support
system, as described in Section 3.3. We used a SONY
VGNS94PS (Intel Core2 Duo 2.60GHz), running Win-
dows 7, a CASIO PriviA PX-110 equipped with 88 full-
sized keys. We used a BenQ MP776 ST as the projector.
The projected area was 6 octaves (72 keys) and we painted
all the black keys of the MIDI keyboard white. We im-
plemented the system using Microsoft Visual C++.NET
2010 and Intel OpenCV Library. The prototype is shown
in Figure 5.

5. EVALUATION

We conducted an evaluative experiment to investigate the
effectiveness of the proposed system in the beginning stage
of piano performance, when a piano beginner is practicing
the keying, fingering, and rhythm of a new score.

5.1. Experimental Procedure

The evaluation procedure was as follows:

Comparative method In this evaluation, we compared
the proposed method to a piano roll method, and a method
without rhythm support, based on the number of keying
and rhythm errors. Piano roll scores describe timing of

Projector

MIDI keyboard

White board

(as a screen)

PC

Figure 5. Prototype system

keying and releasing clearly, and are used in KEYBOARD
MANIA[4], which enables players who have no formal
musical instrument training to enjoy piano performance
easily. In the piano roll method, each key has a corre-
sponding vertical bar on the screen as shown in Figure 6.
Rectangular icons scroll down the bars to indicate which
keys the learner should press. Users can understand the
duration of each note and rest because the size of the rect-
angular icons is based on the duration of the correspond-
ing notes. Timing is also easy to understand as the user
simply presses the matching keys when the rectangle icons
descend to the bottom of the screen.

Table 1 shows the application of functions for each
method.

In the piano roll method, the system displays not only
a piano roll score but also a musical staff on the piano roll
score. Users are able to see both scores.

The proposed method presented the next learning in-
formation when subjects had pressed a correct key with
correct rhythm, whereas the piano roll method and the
method without rhythm support presented the next infor-
mation when subjects had pressed only a correct key. The
default speed of a metronome is that the duration between
clicks is 0.6sec. One sixteenth note is equal to two clicks.
The Sixteenth note was the smallest note in the trial score.

Subject Nine subjects took part in this experiment, and
there were three subjects for each method. All subjects

Figure 6. An example of a piano roll

belonged to a graduate school of Engineering, had no for-
mal piano training, and were not able to read a score. We
explained how to read pitch and duration from notes and
rests on the musical staff, and how to use the proposed
functions. Moreover, the subjects using the piano roll
method were taught how to read the piano roll as well.

Trial piece The subjects practiced “Piano Sonata No. 11
in A major, K. 331: III (W. A. Mozart)” ,from the begin-
ning to bar 18, as the trial piece for two-handed playing.
The total number of musical notes on the trial piece is 99.

Flow of the evaluation This examination consisted of
two phases: practice and testing. The subjects practiced
the trial piece for 30 minutes during the practice phase.
We instructed them to practice freely. They basically
learned the trial piece by practicing over and over and
using the functions assigned to each method. Then they
played the trial piece from beginning to end in the test
phase, during which the system logged the press and re-
lease timing of the keys. In the test phase, we presented
a score that was the same as the score used in the prac-
tice phase, and this was accompanied by the sound of the
metronome. The speed of the metronome was the same as
the default speed in the practice phase. Finally, we inter-
viewed the subjects after the examination.

There are three types of keying error: incorrect key-
ing, when the subject presses an incorrect key, as shown in
Figure 7-(a), non-keying, when the subject does not press
a key that the musical staff indicates should be pressed, as
shown in Figure 7-(b), and extra keying, when the subject
presses not only correct keys but also other keys, as shown
in Figure 7-(c).

There are two types of rhythm error: extra rest and in-
correct holding time. Incorrect holding time is when the
subject holds a key over or under the indicated time, tak-
ing into account the time allowed for error. In this evalu-
ation, we define the error margin as plus or minus 0.3sec.
For example, the duration of the sixteenth note is 1.2sec in
the tempo used in the test phase, and the rhythm is deemed
correct if the subject holds the sixteenth note from 0.9sec
to 1.5sec. Moreover, extra rest is when the time from re-
leasing the current key to pressing the next key exceeds
0.6sec.

Some subjects sometimes held keys while searching
for the next keys to be pressed, and released keys ahead of
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Table 1. The applicable functions
Proposed method Piano roll method Method without rhythm support

The duration bar Applicable NA NA
Rhythm check function Applicable NA NA
The metronome Applicable Applicable Applicable
Control of the metronome using a foot pedal Applicable Applicable NA
Adjustment of the start point of the metronome Applicable Applicable NA
Presentation of keying position and fingering Applicable Applicable Applicable
Selection of cue points Applicable Applicable Applicable
Displaying a piano roll NA Applicable NA

‘ NA’ stands for not applicable.

(a) Incorrect keying

(e) Correct rhythm

(c) Extra keying

(f) Correct rhythm

(b) Non-keying

(g) Correct rhythm because of 

next E note is pressed in correct timing

[Correct performance]

[Actual performance]

(c) Extra keying

(f) Correct rhythm

(d) Incorrect holding time

Figure 7. The measurement of rhythm errors and keying
errors

Table 2. The average number of keying and rhythm errors

Keying error Rhythm error
Average SD Average SD

Proposed method 6.0 2.6 10.7 3.8
Piano roll method 31.0 1.4 27.5 3.5
Method without 34.5 0.7 46.0 11.3
rhythm support

* Standard Deviation

the indicated release timing in order to search for the next
keys. We consider this to be not only incorrect pressing
but also extra rest. We judge the rhythm error based on
the duration of an incorrect keying error when the subject
presses an incorrect key as shown in Figure.7-(e). The
case where the subject noticed the keying error and recti-
fied it by pressing the correct key counts as a keying error
but not a rhythm error as shown in Figure 7-(f). Non-
keying is not a rhythm error, as shown in Figure 7-(g).

5.2. Results and Consideration

Table 2 shows the average number of keying and rhythm
errors.

The results show that the proposed method signifi-
cantly enhanced learning effectiveness, when compared
with the piano roll method and the method without rhythm
support. The average number of keying errors and rhythm

errors of the proposed method is small. The difference
between the average number of each error, when compar-
ing the proposed method to the piano roll method and the
method without rhythm support, was at a level of 5%, cal-
culated from Steel-Dwass’ multiple comparison test. We
discuss the results relating to the proposed functions as
follows. The behavior of the subjects was observed by the
person overseeing the experiment, who consulted with the
subjects directly after the evaluation.

The duration bar The reason that the subjects who used
the proposed method were able to learn piano performance
effectively is that the comprehension of rhythm and the
reading of a musical staff were improved. The subjects
who used the proposed method or the piano roll method
passed on comments such as that the explicit presentation
of the rhythm helped them to enhance their comprehen-
sion of it.

The subjects using the proposed method were able to
acquire not only the rhythm information but also pitch in-
formation at the same time, as the duration bar is was lay-
ered over the notes of the trial piece. In the beginning
stage of the evaluation, the subjects concentrated on ac-
quiring the keying information presented on the musical
keyboard and rhythm information from the duration bars,
and playing with the correct keying and rhythm based on
the acquired information. Once they were used to playing
the trial piece, they began to understand the connection
between the keying and rhythm information and the nota-
tions on the musical staff, and they became able to read
out the pitch and rhythm information from the musical
notes directly. The subjects using the piano roll method,
in the beginning stage of the evaluation, did not look at
the musical notations on the trial piece, as they practiced
the keying and fingering while looking at the information
presented on the keyboard. Next, they used the piano roll
score to learn the rhythm once they had almost mastered
the keying position and fingering. They could not afford
to look up at the musical staff above the piano roll score.
Finally, they hardly spent any time practicing with only
the musical staff score. As a result, when they performed
the trial piece in the test phase and unknown or difficult
notations appeared, they made a lot of mistakes because
they weren’t able to read out information from the musi-
cal staff.

The subjects using the method without rhythm support

hardly looked at the musical staff in the beginning stage
of the evaluation. They practiced rhythm with the musi-
cal notation after they had acquired the keying position
and fingering, but they did not have much time to practice
them. As a result, they made many mistakes.

Rhythm check function The rhythm check function con-
tributes to improving the ability to read the musical staff.
The subjects who used the proposed method had to be
conscious of the keying timing and the release timing from
the beginning stage of this evaluation, because if they made
rhythm errors the system did not show the next keys in-
formation. As a result, they paid more attention to the
musical staff.

Regarding the number of rhythm errors, the subjects
rectified incorrect rhythm as they went along, by using
the rhythm check function. Generally, it is difficult for
beginners to time the pressing and releasing of keys for
each hand and to be conscious of their own mistakes. The
subjects made a lot of rhythm mistakes relating to this tim-
ing. The rhythm check function enabled the subjects who
used the proposed method to improve their playing be-
cause they noticed their mistakes and they could practice
the difficult parts again and again.

Control of the metronome using a foot pedal The con-
trol of the speed of the metronome using a foot pedal was
applied to the subjects who used the proposed method and
the piano roll method. However, only two subjects play-
ing with the proposed method used the foot pedal function
because the other subjects focused entirely on the other
functions. The two subjects who used the pedal practiced
the parts which they found easy or difficult in faster or
slower tempo by using this function.

Adjustment of the start point of the metronome In re-
gard to the adjustment function for the start point of the
metronome, the subjects passed on comments such as that
the function was convenient because they did not have to
consider the timing of the metronome before starting to
play. We particularly noticed that the subjects needed a
lot of rests to check keying position and fingering in the
beginning stage of this evaluation. Therefore, subjects
using the method without rhythm support sometimes ig-
nored the click of the metronome because of the added
difficulty of keeping time with it.

Presentation of keying position and fingering on the
keyboard, and selection of cue points All the subjects
used the function that presents keying position and finger-
ing from the beginning stage of this evaluation. Further-
more, the cue point function was also used frequently to
practice difficult areas again and again. We confirmed the
effectiveness of these two functions from the comments
of all the subjects as well.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We constructed a musical staff-based piano learning sup-
port system considering rhythm learning. The learner un-
derstands the duration of notes and rests intuitively by
using the duration bars layered over the notes and rests
on a score. The learner can also understand the remain-
ing time for which they should hold each key by observ-
ing the changing color of the bars. The Rhythm check
function helps users notice their own mistakes and rectify
them. The results of evaluative experiments confirmed
that the subjects using our proposed system played the
trial piece using correct keying and rhythm during the
30 minute training period, and the system significantly
enhanced learning effectiveness in the early stage, when
compared with the piano roll method.

As described in Section 1, playing the piano requires
various techniques, such as correct keying, fingering and
rhythm, which generally need long-term practice. There-
fore, conventional piano learning methods make learners
practice each technique individually, thus beginners often
give up as it takes tremendous time and effort to acquire
the skills needed to play a song adequately. We propose
a comprehensive learning style, which allows learners to
acquire several skills at the same time, by enhancing hu-
man processing ability using multimedia technology and
information design technology. Future work will involve
constructing a more comprehensive piano learning system
that includes not only keying and rhythm information but
also fingering, dynamics, and articulation, and will in-
clude evaluative experiments conducted on beginners of
various generations, as well experiments carried out over
a longer period of time.
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ABSTRACT 

The use of technology in music conductor training is a 
growing area of interest. The expressive, subtle, and 
meaning-rich gestures that are used in conducting, serve 
as fruitful ground for innovative research in areas such 
as artificial vision, gesture following, and musical 
mapping. While it is known that the kinesthetic skills of 
conducting are acquired through hours of intensive 
training, practice with real time audio and visual 
feedback is severely limited by availability, focus, and 
good will of live musicians. The current project, titled 
Maestro, builds upon previous work and provides a new 
approach for training beginning conductors: a system 
allowing the conductor to practice basic to advanced 
baton skills accompanied by a virtual orchestra that 
responds to the conductor’s baton gestures affecting 
tempo, duration, articulation, and dynamics. By 
incorporating gesture anticipation and tracking, machine 
learning for gesture analysis, utilization of physical 
modeling for high-quality audio, Maestro provides 
immediate feedback that is directly related to subtle 
variations of performed conducting gestures. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Performing music, whether playing an instrument, 
singing, or conducting, requires a combination of aural, 
cognitive, and kinesthetic skills that require specific 
practice to improve [1], [2]. Such skills could include 
learning the fingering patterns of major and minor scales 
on a particular instrument or the weight on the bow of a 
stringed instrument. Kinesthetic skills are also the 
foundation of beginning music conducting skills [3]. 
Beginning conducting students must learn a plethora of 
movements that include instruction on torso, head, and 
arm positions and a variety of expressive movements 
intended to bring about a response from performers. 

The acquisition of such skills is a challenging task, 
which is historically achieved with individual or group 
instruction, followed by individual practice. Indeed, 
several technological innovations address this effort by 
putting an emphasis on the development of kinesthetic 
skills related to performing music or providing 
sophisticated feedback (either in real-time or non real-
time) to act as a virtual music teacher.  

Such tools present different solutions for the 
practical issues as well as the psychological aspects of 
acquiring musical skills. Practicing in front of a teacher, 
peers, and eventually an audience may cause different 
responses ranging from indifference to anxiety [4], [5]. 
Creating individualized instructional tools and allowing 
more comfortable practicing environments can be 
invaluable to many populations that are affected by such 

difficulties. We contend that use of the Maestro system 
in such traditional learning environments would enhance 
the learning experience and encourage kinesthetic 
awareness and overall musical skill development. 

The project seeks to advance previous conducting 
technology and pedagogy through two core advances: a) 
the delivery of rich real-time audio and visual feedback 
through the Maestro system to enable the refinement of 
kinesthetic skills of conducting gestures affecting 
variations of speed, articulation, dynamic, and speed, 
and b) the ability to practice conducting gestures without 
the need for live musicians or peers. The Maestro system 
introduces technical innovation-based research in three 
main areas: a) gesture anticipation and tracking; b) 
machine learning for gesture detection and classification; 
c) utilization of physical modeling for high quality, 
subtle musical feedback. This work is designed to foster 
more opportunities for meaningful learning experiences 
through the beginning conductor’s discovery of 
subtleties of gestures and their effect on musical 
performance.   

2. RELATED WOKS 

In recent years, there have been several attempts to 
simulate the conductor’s baton. Developments in mobile 
technology and the wide availability of sensors and 
accelerometers encouraged researchers to explore the 
hitherto relatively uncharted realm of conducting. The 
Radio Baton [6] was one of the first systems developed 
in this field. It offered an interactive conducting 
experience by controlling the tempo of a MIDI sequence 
as a feedback to the gesture. Other systems in later years 
incorporated sensors for more precise input analysis, 
such as measuring the pressure on the baton [7], tracking 
the conductor’s muscle tension [8], and using a built-in 
camera on the baton [9]. Improvement over the years 
included transition from MIDI to audio-based musical 
feedback [10] to more sophisticated and realistic forms 
of sound generations [11]. 

Similar projects targeted simulation of the 
conducting experience as a way to experience 
controlling an orchestra, rather than for researching the 
subtleties of conducting gestures and their musical 
effect. In 2004, Borchers offered children the 
opportunity to conduct the Vienna Philharmonic 
Orchestra. The ‘conductor’ would stand in front of a 
video screen and control the tempo of an actual 
performance [12]. Two other systems with similar focus 
are iSymphony [13] and Pinocchio [14], developed a few 
years later.  

Along with programs designed to familiarize and 
introduce the conducting experience to non-musicians, 


